Editor's Note
This issue of The Middle East Journal features five articles about how discrete groups, united by ideology or common interest, form mobilization structures for political action within their countries.
The first article is a portrait of Tunisia's Ennahda Movement. Meaning "renaissance," Ennahda grew out of revivalist Islamic preaching circles in the late 1970s and became a heavily repressed Islamist political party with a powerful social services arm before finally being elected into power after the Jasmine Revolution of 2011. Three years later, the party was defeated in the 2014 parliamentary elections, and it voted to cease nonpolitical activities in 2016. Oxford University fellow Rory McCarthy looks at these transformations from the viewpoint of current and former party members in the city of Sousse, where he conducted more than a year of fieldwork. McCarthy frames his article within the literature on Islamism, using Ennahda as a case study for how Islamists can continue to participate in democracy after defeat at the ballot box. If you like the article, look out for McCarthy's forthcoming book, Inside Tunisia's alNahda, due out from Cambridge University Press later this year.
Our second article focuses on a group that lacks Ennahda's formal structure but has been a force in Bahraini political life: a protest movement known as the Youth Coalition of the February 14 Revolution. Named after the starting date of the country's short-lived 2011 uprising, the February 14 Coalition continues to mobilize protests using social media. In this article, Kylie Moore-Gilbert of the University of Melbourne tracks how the group has used Facebook, analyzing its messaging and providing invaluable insights based on the location data of the postings. Moore-Gilbert finds that the coalition is decidedly Shi'i in its orientation and operates in the predominantly Shi'i parts of Bahrain, although it is not Islamist in its politics.
Looking at another social media-driven protest movement in the Gulf, our third article provides a portrait of Karamet Watan in Kuwait. Meaning "a country's dignity," Karamet Watan began as a social media campaign by supporters of Kuwait's parliamentary opposition to counter the emir's unilateral changes to the voting system in October 2012. Kuwait University's Hamad Albloshi and Georgia State University's Michael Herb provide an excellent narrative of how the leaderless movement used Twitter to organize large demonstrations over the course of the next two years, demanding parliamentary supremacy in Kuwait and launching an electoral boycott. Albloshi and Herb compare Karamet Watan to previous reform movements in Kuwait and try to diagnose the causes of the movement's failure to achieve its goals.
Our fourth article looks at a much more successful and well-known movement, the Lebanese Shi'i party-cum-militia Hizbullah. Carin Berg of Sweden's University of Gothenburg looks specifically at how the group uses anashid, songs that traditionally emphasize vocal chanting due to traditional Islamic prohibitions on musical instrumentation. Berg discusses the recurrent themes of anashid used by Hizbullah before sharing observations from her fieldwork at several of the group's major public events where anashid were performed. She concludes that Hizbullah uses music to create a movement identity and disseminate ideological messages beyond simply support for its military mission.
While the first four articles look at various movements and parties, our final article this issue looks at the groups that perhaps have the most powerful effect on politics in the Middle East without having any kind of visible structure. Oren Barak of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem looks at the alignments of establishment figures who form back-room alliances known as "security networks" and "deep states" to guide and sometimes disrupt electoral politics. Surveying the literature on both types of groups and looking at how they have historically operated in Egypt, Turkey, Lebanon, and Israel, Barak argues that these so-called deep states and security networks have hindered democracy in the Middle East.
In addition to our five articles, this issue contains our usual quarterly Chronology, documenting events throughout the region from mid-January through mid-April. Our Book Reviews section this issue contains a number of notable write-ups of recent books on the region -including James Gelvin's new concise primer on the post-Arab Spring Middle East, a comprehensive history of Yemen's Huthi uprising by Marieke Brandt, and many others -and our Recent Publications section includes write-ups by our diligent interns of books not sent out to review.
We hope you enjoy this issue, and please make sure to follow the Middle East Institute's activities on our soon-to-be-updated website at www.mei.edu until our next issue this fall.
